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授業の目標 Course Objectives

Before talking about “accelerator”, why not start with thinking about, electrons, protons and neutrons, how they attracted or repelled
each other. Assume that they are characters in a manga book (comics) and imagine how they behave. They love or quarrel each other,
or they flock together and form a society. Can’t we think of matters, like metal or glass, as a society of atoms? Electron beam or X-ray
beam may be scattered by such society. By asking scattered beams how they interacted with the society, can’t we understand how it is
formed.
Can’t we understand “accelerator” by extending such idea, as how the characters behave by applying what kind of force. For example,
can we make a slope on which golf balls can travel long way without stray away into many directions.
The main emphasis of this lecture is not obtaining knowledge about accelerator, but rather, to think and discuss about it with several
others. In the discussions, it is encouraged to find universal mechanisms when thinking about various aspects of accelerator. When you
can find out same patterns among different things, you should feel very interesting. The main goal of this lecture is to play and activate
your brains using accelerator as a playground.
The origin of accelerator is cathode-ray tubes; in late 19th century, gentlemen played with light-valves and cathode-ray tubes with
electrodes in them. When electrons are accelerated, they become electron beam and it generates X-rays. We can take photographs by
using X-ray. Moreover, it can be used for cancer therapy and accelerators have been developed together with radiation therapy. In
1912, it was found that X-rays interfere and it could be use for crystal structure analysis. This is the birth of the ancestor of synchrotron
X-ray. Neutron beam is almost like X-ray and used for crystal structure analysis and others. One way of generating neutron beam is by
electron or proton beam impinging on a heavy-metal target.
Later, many different ideas have been tested to increase accelerating voltage and eventually acceleration scheme using radio
frequency wave has been developed. When the acceleration voltage surpassed mega-electron volt, accelerator had become an
indispensable tool for nuclear science. Later on, accelerator has been the primer tool for nuclear and particle leading-science.
On the other hand, enabling technology of accelerator has generated a log of useful technologies, such as ultra-high vacuum,
generation of high-power radiation frequency, world-wide-web system that was developed at one of the leading laboratory for
accelerator.
In summary, in this lecture, you learn the way of thinking using accelerator and the basics of accelerator system.

到達目標 Course Goals

1. Comprehend underlying concept of physics model, how to construct a model, and master how to image “how it behaves”.
2. Learn about electron and other ion sources, how to accelerate charged particles, for example by static electric field, radio frequency
wave or time-varying magnetic field. Rather than remembering these methods, learn the underlying concept of acceleration and “How
to image and play with the models”.
3.Learn about beam handling such as beam steering and beam transport.
4. Learn about ring accelerators such as cyclotron and synchrotron and think about beam stability.
5. Learn about applications to elementary particle and nuclear study, synchrotron radiation and neutrons for materials science and
technologies.

授業計画 Course Schedule



1. Learn about concept of particle accelerator through history (5 lectures)
Toward the end of 19th century to the beginning of 20th century, very basic experiments were carried out using cathode-ray tubes.
There were continuing efforts of increasing accelerating voltage to a few mega-volt region and eventually reached to the concept of
acceleration method using radio-frequency wave.
2. Basics of particle accelerator (2 lectures)
Based on electromagnetism, think about the fundamental concept of controlling beam using dipole and quadruple magnets and also
ring accelerators like cyclotron and synchrotron.
3. Accelerator applications (1 lecture)
Applications to elementary particle and nuclear study, synchrotron radiation and neutrons for materials science and technologies.

準備学習（予習・復習）等の内容と分量 Homework

Some handouts about particle accelerator will be given and students are expected to read it. It is recommended to think or “play” with
the underlying concepts of particle accelerator.

成績評価の基準と方法 Grading System

During the lectures, many questions will be asked. Students are strongly recommended to have discussions about them and expected
to write down answers, drawings or comments on a paper called “A scratch pad”. Evaluation is NOT based on the validity of the
answer, but creative or imaginative answers are highly evaluated and extra points will be given. Normally, 2 points will be given per
each lecture, but extra 1 or 2 points will be given to better answers. On the other hand, if the student is regarded to be not
participating in the discussions, he will get lower points. One report assignment is also posed and evaluated on the similar basis. Based
on the both evaluations, credit will be given if the overall point exceeds 2/3 of normal point.

テキスト・教科書 Textbooks

Some handouts about particle accelerator will be distributed.

講義指定図書 Reading List

ホームページ Websites

研究室のホームページ Website of Laboratory

備考 Additional Information
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